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Abstract

Simultaneous planar-laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) provide a c
hensive view of the molecular mixing and velocity fields in the stabilization region of turbulent, lifted jet diff
flames. The Mie scattering medium for PIV is a glycerol–water fog, which evaporates at elevated temp
and allows inference of the location of the high-temperature interface at the flame base. The jet Reynolds
vary from 4400 to 10,700. The mixing and velocity fields upstream of the flame base evolve consistently w
reacting jet scaling. Conditional statistics of the fuel mole fraction at the instantaneous high-temperature i
show that the flame stabilization point does not generally correspond to the most upstream point on the
(called here theleading point), because the mixture there is typically too lean to support combustion. Ins
the flame stabilization point lies toward the jet centerline relative to the leading point. Conditional axial v
statistics indicate that the mean axial velocity at the flame front is≈1.8SL, whereSL is the stoichiometric lami
nar flame speed. The data also permit determination of the scalar dissipation rates,χ , with the results indicating
thatχ values near the high-temperature interfaces do not typically exceed the quenching value. Thus, t
stabilization process is more consistent with theories based on partial fuel–air premixing than with those
dent on diffusion flame quenching. We propose a description of flame stabilization that depends on the lar
organization of the mixing field.
 2005 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The turbulent, lifted jet diffusion flame is chara
teristic of many practical combustion systems, su
as gas burners for power generation.Fig. 1 depicts
the lifted, co-flowing jet diffusion flame system. Fu
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issues from a nozzle, at velocityu0, surrounded by
an air co-flow with velocityu∞. Whenu0 is suffi-
ciently high, the flame stands off from the nozzle e
and the upstream part of the flame assumes a ho
shape. The base of a turbulent lifted flame exp
ences strong, random oscillations, which complica
analysis of the flow system. Among early efforts
describe the flame stabilization mechanism, the m
point of contention was the degree of fuel–air prem
ing upstream of the flame base. One theory postul
e. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the lifted, co-flowing jet diffusio
flame. The high-temperature interface (the figure dep
a two-dimensional section of the interface) is marked
large temperature gradients between the unburned gase
the hot combustion products. This interface may, but d
not necessarily, mark the actual flame location. The le
ing points are defined as the most upstream positions o
high-temperature interface, on each side of the jet center

that the upstream fuel–air mixture should be treate
premixed, and that the flame stabilized on the con
of mean stoichiometric mixture at the point where
local axial flow velocity matched the relevant turb
lent flame speed[1]. An alternate theory held tha
combustion at the flame base took place in thin, la
inar nonpremixed flamelets, and that the flame st
lized where the local strain rate along instantane
stoichiometric surfaces fell below the flamelet extin
tion value[2].

As these theories have been assessed, it ha
come clear that the true stabilization picture involv
a compromise between fully premixed and no
premixed combustion. Prior progress in this area
thoroughly reviewed by Pitts[3]. Recent experimen
tal work has benefited substantially from the adven
planar imaging methods that allow the flame locat
to be determined simultaneously with measureme
of the velocity or scalar mixing fields. This allow
the consideration of velocity and scalar values at
instantaneous flame base. (In earlier single-point m
surements, velocity and scalar values were foun
fixed locations, and thus could not be condition
on the instantaneous flame location.) Schefer e
[4], Kelman et al.[5], and Watson et al.[6], for
example, made planar measurements of fuel con
trations upstream of the flame zone in methane
lifted flames. Schefer et al. and Kelman et al. us
combined Rayleigh and Raman scattering to mea
the upstream methane concentrations, while Wa
et al. used Rayleigh scattering only. To infer the
stantaneous flame zone location, Schefer et al.
-

Watson et al. used simultaneous planar laser-indu
fluorescence (PLIF) of the CH combustion radic
Kelman et al. used PLIF of the OH radical. All thre
studies show clearly that the fuel–air mixtures u
stream of the flame are subject to significant turbu
fluctuations, and cannot be classified as fully p
mixed. Schefer et al. and Watson et al. further cont
that scalar dissipation rates immediately upstream
the flame are insufficient to quench the combust
casting doubt on the model of nonpremixed, flame
combustion, though the adequacy of the spatial re
lution of those measurements is not certain.

In light of these and similar results, the noti
of partially premixed combustion has emerged. T
canonical partially premixed flame system is the
called triple flame[7,8]. Essential to the formation o
a triple flame is a gradient in the cross-stream pro
of the fuel mixture fraction, ranging from fuel-rich t
fuel-lean conditions. On either side of the stoich
metric point, a premixed flame branch forms. The
cess fuel and oxidizer from the rich and lean branch
respectively, then burn as a downstream diffus
flame branch. For a uniform incoming velocity pr
file, the premixed branches present a convex sur
to the flow, receding downstream owing to the red
tion in flame speed with departure from stoichio
etry. The three branches motivate the triple fla
nomenclature. In a turbulent lifted flame, the inco
ing velocity profile is likely to be highly nonuniform
Veynante et al.[9] computed triple flames with vor
tices superimposed on the incoming velocity fiel
which distorted the flame branches significantly fro
the idealized shape; it is also possible that one
the premixed branches may be extinguished w
the other continues to burn. Because of these de
tures from the idealized triple flame structure,
termleading-edge flameor edge flameis preferred for
the description of flame stabilization by partially pr
mixed combustion.

Watson et al.[10] sought to identify edge flam
structures in lifted flames explicitly, using CH flu
orescence to infer the reaction zone location. T
distortion of the edge flame structure noted by V
nante et al., however, makes direct identification
ficult in turbulent flames. Another approach[11–14]
is to assess edge flame theories by comparing m
sured flame inflow velocities with both theoretic
predictions, and the results of edge flame simulatio
Ruetsch et al.[15] performed a theoretical and com
putational study of triple flames, including heat
lease effects. For small cross-stream gradients in m
ture fraction, the flame propagation speed is[15]

(1)UF ≈ SL(ρu/ρd)1/2,

where UF is the flame speed relative to the flo
well upstream,SL is the stoichiometric laminar flam
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speed, andρu andρd are the densities far upstrea
and far downstream of the flame. For an upstream
ichiometric methane–air mixture at 298 K, where t
downstream mixture consists of combustion produ
at 2210 K [16], UF ≈ 2.7SL . When mixture frac-
tion gradients are higher,UF decreases. This resu
for UF is interesting in being significantly smalle
than both typical turbulent premixed burning velo
ities [17], and average axial flow velocities measur
at the fixed, mean flame base location, as meas
by Schefer et al.[18] using laser-Doppler velocime
try (LDV). Muñiz and Mungal [11], Schefer and
Goix [12], Maurey et al.[13], and Han and Mun
gal [14] measured average axial velocities conditio
on flame location, applying PIV in conjunction wit
measurement of the instantaneous flame base
tion, and found that the flame tended to stabilize
low-velocity regions of the flow. Flame inflow axia
velocities measured by Muñiz and Mungal and
Han and Mungal were typically less than≈3SL . Low
inflow velocities are consistent with the edge fla
model. It remains to be determined whether the
flow fuel–air mixtures, together with the topology
the reaction rate fields, also agree with the edge fla
model.

The goal of this work is to obtain a comprehens
picture of lifted flame inflow conditions by measurin
simultaneously the velocity and fuel–air mixing fiel
immediately upstream of the instantaneous flame
cation. The measurements have spatial resolution
equate to measure velocity and scalar field gradie
This study will address various outstanding issues
cluding the relationship between the inflow veloc
and scalar fields, the significance of scalar diss
tion and the quenching mechanism at the flame b
and the role of the underlying jet flow field in stab
lizing the flame. The mixing is quantified by PLIF o
acetone seeded into the fuel stream, while the ve
ity field measurement uses PIV, with glycerol–wa
fog particles seeded into the co-flowing air as the M
scattering medium. The high-temperature region
the flame base are marked by fog evaporation
a drop in the Mie scattering signal[11,19]. Fig. 1
shows the outline of the high-temperature region
a two-dimensional section through the flow cent
line. We will use theleading points, defined as the
most upstream points on the high-temperature in
face on either side of the centerline, to infer the fla
stabilization location. In this work we will also us
the fuel–air mixing information to investigate how th
true flame stabilization point, i.e., the most upstre
point of the reaction zone, may relate to these lead
points.
Table 1
Flow conditions for the lifted jet experiments

Set u0 Re0 θ

I 10.8 ms−1 4400 12.7d

II 15.3 ms−1 6200 18.2d

III 18.3 ms−1 7400 21.9d

IV 26.4 ms−1 10700 31.7d

Note. The jet exit bulk velocity isu0. The jet exit Reynolds
number is Re0 ≡ ued/ν, whereue is the jet exit excess ve
locity, ue ≡ u0 − u∞, the jet exit diameter isd = 4.6 mm,
and the kinematic viscosity of the 85:15 methane/acet
mixture isν = 0.113 cm2 s−1. The jet momentum radius i
θ ≡ [J/(πρ∞u2∞)]1/2, whereJ ≡ (πd2/4)ρ0u2

e is the jet
excess momentum flux.

2. Experimental considerations

These experiments are performed in a vertical,
draft wind tunnel with a 30-cm-square cross secti
A 4:1 area ratio contraction inlet, fitted with fine
mesh screens and a honeycomb section, ensu
uniform tunnel flow. The fuel issues from a straig
pipe, with outer diameter 6.35 mm, inner diame
4.6 mm, and length 1.3 m, located on the tunnel c
terline. The jet flow is surrounded by an air co-flo
with speedu∞ = 0.36 ms−1. The fuel in these ex
periments is methane. For diagnostic purposes (
tion 2.1), acetone vapor is seeded into the fuel stre
to yield an 85:15 methane/acetone mixture (by v
ume). This mixture has molecular weight 22.35, d
sity ρ0 = 0.918 kgm−3, and dynamic viscosityµ =
1.04× 10−5 N s m−2. The flow conditions for thes
experiments are given inTable 1.

The large-scale properties of the co-flowing j
for example the flow width and the mean centerl
values of velocity and scalar concentration, obse
different scaling regimes, depending on downstre
position. In the near field, the flow is expected
scale like a pure jet in a quiescent medium, wh
in the far field, the flow should follow wake scalin
The appropriate parameter for determining the re
vant flow regime is the momentum radius,θ , defined
asθ ≡ [J/πρ∞u2∞]1/2, whereJ is the jet excess mo
mentum flux,J = ρ0(πd2/4)u2

e, andue ≡ u0 − u∞
is the jet excess velocity. The imaging regions in th
measurements extend no further than 1.43θ down-
stream of the jet exit (Section2.1), which should be
well within the pure jet scaling region of this flo
[20].

2.1. Laser imaging methods

Simultaneous PIV and PLIF measure the vel
ity and scalar concentration fields in the region u
stream of the lifted flame. To provide the Mie sc
tering medium for the PIV, the tunnel flow is seed
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with glycerol/water fog droplets using a comme
cial fog machine (Rosco 1500). Seeding the tun
air alone is sufficient to determine the flow velo
ities in the region just upstream of the flame, b
cause ample coflow air is entrained into the jet
it moves downstream. The fog evaporates at te
peratures as low as 100◦C [11], so regions with
no Mie scattering signal are interpreted as hav
been heated by the flame (Section2.2). A dual-cavity
Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics PIV-400), capable
≈350 mJ/pulse at 532 nm, provides pulse pairs wit
temporal spacing of 30 µs, and with a minimum sh
thickness in the measurement area of≈300 µm. The
scattering signal is collected by an interline trans
CCD camera (Kodak Megaplus ES 1.0, 1016× 1008
pixel resolution), fitted with a Nikon 60-mmf/2.8
macro lens, typically stopped down tof/11. Each
laser pulse is captured in a separate image, allow
the use of a cross-correlation PIV algorithm, whi
uses iterative interrogation window offset and dist
tion for enhanced accuracy and vector yield. The fi
velocity vector results are determined from 16× 16
pixel subwindows with 50% window overlap.

For the PLIF, acetone vapor is seeded into
methane fuel stream, to approximately 15% by v
ume. A XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm (Lambd
Physik EMG 203MSC) excites the fluorescence s
nal. The 308-nm sheet has a minimum thickness
≈500 µm, and the centers of the 308- and 532-
sheets are separated by no more than 50 µm, in
sheet-normal direction, throughout the measurem
area. The PLIF signal is captured by a thermoelec
cally cooled, interline transfer CCD camera (Princ
ton Instruments Micromax, 515× 650 pixel resolu-
tion), fitted with a Pentax 50-mm lens set at its f
f/1.2 aperture. With 12-bit signal digitization, th
signal-to-noise ratio based on maximum signal le
is roughly 100. A bandpass filter (BG 25, 3 mm thic
ness) isolates the fluorescence signal, which pea
the range 400–500 nm, from ambient light and fla
luminosity. The collection time of the imaging arra
is set to 1 µs, so the PLIF laser pulse can be placed
tween the two PIV pulses without the Mie scatteri
being captured by the PLIF collection camera. Po
processing of the PLIF data corrects for backgrou
illumination, nonuniformity in laser sheet intensit
and local laser intensity attenuation caused by p
sage of the sheet through the fluorescent medium

The use of acetone PLIF as a concentration
agnostic in combustion experiments is feasible w
some caveats. Acetone decomposes at approxim
1000 K [21], and its fluorescence yield varies wi
temperature. For constant pressure and constant
nm laser excitation energy, the fluorescence per
acetone mole fraction at 330 K is 0.938 (norm
ized by the value at 296 K), dropping to 0.875
374 K, and 0.806 at 424 K[21]. The glycerol–wate
fog droplets evaporate at as low as 100◦C, so the
acetone fluorescence yield is well within 20% of t
296 K value in those areas where Mie scattering fr
the fog is simultaneously observed, and we can
sure smaller deviations from the 296 K value si
ply by maintaining a reasonable distance from
high-temperature interface. Finally, differential diff
sion effects may arise in using acetone to mark
methane fuel. The acetone–air and methane–air
fusivities are 0.10 and 0.22 cm2/s, respectively[22].
In combustion, differential diffusion is thought to b
come significant because of the widely varying dif
sivities of different combustion radicals, and beca
of local laminarization by heat release[23]. As we
are concerned primarily with the nonburning regi
of the lifted flame, and because the relevant diffus
ties differ by only a factor of two, we assume that t
effect of differential diffusion can be neglected her

The PLIF measurements directly yield inform
tion on the local jet fluid mole fraction,X. From these
measurements, we can also determine the jet mix
fraction,Z, defined as the local mass fraction of flu
that originated in the jet. The jet mixture fraction a
fuel mole fraction relate as

(2)Z = XMf

XMf + (1− X)Mair
,

where Mf and Mair are the respective molecul
masses of the fuel mixture and air. The mixture fr
tion, which is a conserved scalar, is commonly u
in diffusion flame simulations to represent the mo
cular mixing, and plays a central role in descriptio
of diffusion flame extinction (Section3.1).

2.2. Flow mapping and high-temperature zone
identification

We are also interested here in the gradients of
scalar fields. Achieving the high spatial resolution
quired for determining gradients accurately is par
ularly challenging for the scalar field measureme
because it is necessary to include the jet potential
in the images as an absolute reference for determ
ing the jet fluid concentration. The PLIF images m
then extend from the jet exit to the location of t
flame base, limiting spatial resolution for higher flam
lift-off heights. In contrast, the velocity magnitud
in PIV can be determined from the known image
mensions and laser pulse temporal spacing, so the
windows can be sized to include only the area aro
the flame base. Limits on the velocity field resoluti
will instead come primarily from the resolution cap
bilities of the PIV algorithm.

Table 2gives the imaging window geometric p
rameters. The PLIF window spans from the jet e
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Table 2
Imaging parameters for the experiments

Set N xs xs/θ (rs1, rs2) (rv1, rv2) (xv1, xv2)

I 88 18.1d 1.43 (7.1d,7.3d) (4.2d,4.5d) (6.2d,15.1d)

II 103 18.2d 1.00 (7.2d,7.2d) (3.6d,4.1d) (9.5d,17.3d)

III 95 23.3d 1.06 (9.0d,9.6d) (4.3d,4.7d) (12.1d,21.2d)

IV 90 26.5d 0.836 (10.6d,10.7d) (4.4d,5.2d) (14.2d,23.8d)

Note. For each set, the number of PLIF/PIV data plane pairs isN . The PLIF imaging window for each case has maxim
downstream extentxs, and spansrs1 andrs2 on either side of the jet centerline. The PIV imaging windows span fromxv1 to xv2
downstream andrv1 andrv2 off of the centerline.

Fig. 2. (a) A sample Mie scattering image, used for PIV, from data set II. (b) The scalar field image, obtained via PL
responding to the scattering image in (a). The solid window outlines the imaging region for the Mie scattering, and sh
outline of the high-temperature interface determined from (a).
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x = 0, to an axial locationxs, and straddles the jet ax
in the radial direction, extending a distancers1 from
the jet centerline to one side, andrs2 from the center-
line to the other side of the window. The PIV window
span fromxv1 to xv2 downstream, andrv1 and rv2
to either side of the centerline.Fig. 2a shows a sam
ple Mie scattering image, one of a pair used for P
from data set II.Fig. 2b shows the scalar field imag
obtained using PLIF, corresponding to the scatter
image in (a). The solid window superimposed on
PLIF image is the imaging window used for PIV. Th
PLIF imaging region extends from the jet nozzle e
to 18.2d downstream of the exit, and 7.2d to either
side of the jet centerline. The Mie scattering ima
shows a clear distinction between regions of de
light scattering, where temperatures are relatively
and the density of fog particles is high, and regio
with no scattering, where the absence of scatte
is attributed to fog particle evaporation at eleva
combustion temperatures. The interface between
low- and high-temperature regions is determined
tomatically by filtering the Mie scattering image, a
then defining the high-temperature interface as
zone of large brightness gradients. The resulting h
temperature interface for the Mie scattering image
Fig. 2a is superimposed on the corresponding P
image inFig. 2b.

2.3. Leading point positions

No explicit measurement is made here of co
bustion quantities such as radical concentrations
we infer the reaction zone location from the hig
temperature interfaces[11,19]. The reaction zone i
known to be thin (Watson et al.[24] reported CH
zones with average thickness≈1 mm), so we expec
the reaction zone to follow these interfaces clos
The leading point, the most upstream point on
measured high-temperature interface on either
of the centerline, will serve as a proxy for the flam
stabilization points, which are strictly defined as
most upstream points on the flame zones and are
directly measured. Previous researchers have ofte
sumed that the stabilization points correspond to
leading points. Tacke et al.[25] cast doubt on this as
sumption, using OH PLIF measurements to infer
instantaneous flame stabilization point, and sing
point Raman/Rayleigh/LIPF (laser-induced predis
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Table 3
Means and standard deviations of the leading point coo
nates(x/d, r/d) for the four data sets

Set Re0 x/d σx/d r/d σr/d δ(x)/d

I 4400 8.62 0.96 1.96 0.28 1.76
II 6200 11.35 0.90 2.25 0.37 2.16
III 7400 14.31 1.26 2.66 0.50 2.58
IV 10700 19.22 1.54 3.31 0.60 3.29

Note. The quantityδ(x) is an empirical estimate of the je
boundary (Section3).

ciative fluorescence) to measure temperature, an
porting elevated temperatures upstream of the st
lization points. Watson et al.[24] performed simulta-
neous CH and OH PLIF measurements at the fla
base. The CH radical is short-lived and is though
mark the instantaneous reaction zone, while OH
removed by slower three-body reactions and ma
regions containing hot combustion products. Wat
et al. observed that the broad OH zones tend to lie
dially outward, and upstream, of the thin CH zon
Using quantitative imaging of OH PLIF gradient
Maurey et al.[13] also observed high-temperature
gions outside and upstream of the reaction zones.
leading points can thus not be unambiguously in
preted as the flame stabilization points, though i
safe to assume that the radial and axial motions of
leading points and stabilization points are correlat

Table 3gives the means and standard deviation
the leading point coordinates(x/d, r/d) for the four
data sets. The table also showsδ(x), the radial posi-
tion of the jet boundary at the mean leading point
ial coordinate, whereδ is given empirically by Eq.(3)
(Section3). The flame recedes downstream, and
flame position fluctuates more widely, with increa
ing jet flow rate. Also, it appears that the leading po
position tends strongly toward the outer boundary
the jet. The relation of the leading points to the inflo
velocity and mixing fields will be explored further i
Section4.

3. Scalar and velocity field evolution

One goal of this work is to relate the stabiliz
tion of lifted jet flames to the dynamics and mixin
of the underlying turbulent jets. We are interested
whether such quantities as radial profiles of sca
concentration and velocity, or statistics of the sca
and velocity fields, differ when conditioned on pro
imity of the flame. First we will characterize the sca
and velocity field evolution upstream of the flame. F
axisymmetric turbulent jets, it is well established th
the scalar and velocity field flow widths scale linea
with downstream distancex, and that the centerlin
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) The scalar field flow width,δ0.1, defined as the
half-width of the mean radial scalar profile where the lo
scalar value is 10% of the centerline value, as a functio
downstream coordinate,x, for the four data sets. The dash
line is the least-squares fit to the data. (b) Decay of
centerline mean scalar concentration,Xm, as a function of
x for the four data sets. The dashed line is the power
5.5(x/d)−1.

mean scalar and velocity values decay asx−1. How-
ever, as has been pointed out by George[26], Mi et
al. [27], and others, the specific growth and centerl
decay rates may depend on the flow initial conditio
at the jet nozzle, and may not be universal among
ferent jets. The data compilation of Chen and R
[28] also shows considerable scatter in different m
surements of growth and decay rates. For this rea
these scalar and velocity field growth and center
decay rates upstream of the flame must be determ
in our particular jet apparatus.

The PLIF measurements allow the character
tion of the scalar field evolution throughout the r
gion upstream of the flame. To determine the m
scalar field flow width, the scalar fields for each of t
data sets are first conditionally averaged, using o
those regions in each image that lie upstream of
lower of the two leading points. The averages th
reflect the nonreacting portion of the jet only. Fu
ther, to ensure reasonable statistical convergence
consider only those spatial locations where the a
ages include a minimum of 75% of the available d
planes. We define the scalar field flow width,δ(x),
as the half-width, atx, of the mean scalar conce
tration profile between the radial locations at wh
the concentration is 10% of the centerline value
δ ≡ δ0.1). Fig. 3a shows the results forδ0.1(x) for the
four data sets, as determined from the condition
averaged scalar fields. The growth rates are consi
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Fig. 4. Radial profiles of normalized mean scalar conc
tration,X/Xm, at x = 5d for data sets I, II, and III, and a
x = 5d , 10d , and 15d for set IV. The radial position is scale
by δ0.1 (Eq. (3)). The dashed line is the Gaussian who
half-width at 10% of maximum isr/δ0.1 = 1.

for the four cases, andδ0.1 clearly exhibits a linear de
pendence on downstream distance. The least-squ
linear fit to the data is

δ0.1/d = 0.144(x/d) + 0.522

(3)= 0.144(x/d + 3.63),

so the virtual origin for the scalar field evolution
x/d = −3.63.

The linearity of δ(x) results from similarity in
the mean radial scalar concentration profiles.Fig. 4
shows the mean radial concentration profiles atx =
5d for data sets I, II, and III, and from data set I
at axial locationsx = 5d , 10d and 15d . The X val-
ues are normalized byXm, the centerline values, an
the radial positions are normalized byδ0.1. The figure
demonstrates that the scalar profiles are self-sim
for a given flow and are similar between the differe
flows, and that the profiles have a Gaussian form.

To determine the decay of the centerline me
scalar concentration, the scalar fields for each of
data sets are again conditionally averaged, but
including the region in each image below the high
of the two leading points. The resultingXm(x) for
the four data sets are shown inFig. 3b. The end of
the potential core, in whichXm/X0 = 1, lies at ap-
proximatelyx/d = 3 for each of the curves. By sel
similarity and the conservation of the fuel mole fra
tion in the nonburning region, we expectXm to ap-
proach asymptotically anx−1 dependence on down
stream distance. The figure shows that this dep
dence is observed beyond approximatelyx/d = 8,
and is described well for the four data sets by the fu
tion

(4)Xm = 5.5(x/d)−1.

Fig. 5 shows the PIV results corresponding to t
scalar field and Mie scattering image pair represen
in Fig. 2. Fig. 5a shows the velocity vector field, su
sampled by a factor of 2 in each dimension.Fig. 5b
shows a color map of the axial component res
for this velocity field. Superimposed on this are tw
dimensional streamtraces, determined by fourth-o
Runge–Kutta integration on the in-plane PIV velo
ity component results. While the limited axial e
tent of the present velocity fields precludes deta
study of the self-similarity of the velocity profiles, w
can compare velocity profiles for the different sets
those parts of the PIV windows that are upstream
the typical flame locations. Here, for each data
we compile the average axial velocity only for tho
axial locations that are upstream of the lower of
two leading points for 75% of the data planes in t
set. Fig. 6 shows radial profiles found from the r
sulting averaged axial velocity fields. The profiles
of the mean axial excess velocity,u − u∞, and are
normalized by the individual profile maxima. The r
dial positions are scaled by the scalar field half-wid
δ0.1 (Eq. (3)). For set I, the profile is forx = 7d , for
set II, x = 10d , for set III, x = 12.7d , and for set IV,
x = 15d . The profiles are in good agreement desp
e–Kutta

Fig. 5. (a) The PIV velocity vector field determined from the Mie scattering image pair represented inFig. 2a. (b) The axial
component,u, for the PIV results in (a), together with two-dimensional streamtraces determined by a fourth-order Rung
integration on the in-plane velocity components.
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Fig. 6. Radial profiles of normalized mean excess axial
locity, (u − u∞)/(um − u∞), for the four data sets. Th
dashed line is the Gaussian whose half-width at 10% of m
imum isr/δ0.1 = 0.79.

the different Reynolds numbers and axial positio
The agreement between the curves using this ra
coordinate normalization confirms that the veloc
field flow width grows linearly with axial position
A Gaussian curve, with half-width at the 10% poin
of r/δ0.1 = 0.79, is a good fit to these velocity pro
files. Thus the ratio of the velocity and scalar fie
flow widths is 0.79, where Chen and Rodi[28] rec-
ommend a value of 0.78. Defining the velocity fie
flow half-width at the 10% points asδu,0.1, we can
write

(5)δu,0.1/d = 0.79δ0.1/d = 0.114(x/d + 3.63).

The data also allow the determination of the me
centerline excess axial velocity,um, as a function
of x. The nonreacting turbulent jet scaling that a
counts for the density difference between the jet
ambient fluid, and for different jet exit Reynolds num
bers, isum ∝ ue(ρ0/ρ∞)1/2(x/d)−1. Fig. 7 shows
the normalizedum(x) for the individual data sets
The resultingum(x) curves do not extend from th
jet exit, since the velocities are measured only in
subwindows specified inTable 2. The figure shows
the expectedx−1 power law for the nonreacting je
accounting for the virtual origin, given by

(6)
um − u∞

ue
= 8.9

(
ρ0

ρ∞

)1/2
(x/d + 3.63)−1.

3.1. Scalar dissipation rate field

Important to theories of lifted turbulent jet diffu
sion flames is the scalar dissipation rate,χ , usually
defined using the mixture fraction,Z (Eq.(2)), as

(7)χ ≡ 2D∇Z · ∇Z,

whereD is the scalar diffusivity. If the flame stabiliza
tion mechanism is controlled by local diffusion flam
Fig. 7. Decay of the centerline mean excess axial velo
um(x), for the four data sets. The dashed line is thex−1

power law.

structures, then such structures can be extinguis
if the local scalar dissipation rate exceeds a crit
threshold determined by the fuel composition. Ac
rate determination ofχ requires that the scalar fie
measurements have high spatial resolution. To as
the resolution, we will follow the analysis of Su an
Clemens[29]. The characteristic length scale of t
molecular mixing is defined asλD, which can be de
termined as

(8)λD = Λδ Re−3/4
δ Sc−1/2,

whereδ is a measure of the flow width, Reδ is the
outer-scale Reynolds number defined usingδ, the cen-
terline mean axial excess velocity,um − u∞, and the
kinematic viscosity of air, Sc is the Schmidt numb
andΛ is a proportionality constant. Whenδ is defined
asδ0.05, thefull width at the 5% points of the profile
a variety of studies[30,31]suggestΛ ≈ 10 in axisym-
metric jets. ThisλD, which varies with axial location
in the jet, is then to be compared to the grid spac
of the scalar field measurements,
xX.

A crude resolution requirement is simply for th
grid spacing to be smaller than the characteri
scalar mixing length scale, i.e.,
xX < λD. More rig-
orously, one can apply the Nyquist criterion, whi
requires two grid points per characteristic leng
scale, or
xX < (λD/2). Table 4summarizes the res
olution characteristics of the present data sets.
determineλD, we apply Eq.(8), using a value o
ΛD = 10. For δ0.05, we use the result for the hal
width δ0.1 in Eq. (3), and assume a Gaussian pro
shape (Fig. 4); for um, we useum = 7(ρ0/ρ∞)1/2 ×
ue(x/d)−1, which is a reasonable fit to the data
Fig. 7.

The present PLIF results are two dimension
so only a two-dimensional representation of
scalar dissipation rate,χ2D, can be measured directl
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,
e

Table 4
Resolution parameters for the scalar field measurements

Set 
xX (µm) Reδ x/d : 
xX = λD(x) x/d : 
xX = λD(x)/2 (x/d)lp (
xX/λD)lp

I 129 8000 2.4 8.4 8.62 0.49
II 129 11400 4.2 12.0 11.35 0.52
III 166 13700 7.9 23.1 14.31 0.64
IV 190 20000 14.0 35.2 19.22 0.77

Note. The measurement grid spacing is
xX. The outer-scale Reynolds number for each jet is Reδ . The next two columns
give the value ofx/d at which the condition
xX < λD is first satisfied, and the value ofx/d where the Nyquist condition

xX < (λD/2), is satisfied. The mean leading point axial location is(x/d)lp, and(
xX/λD)lp is the relative resolution at th
mean leading point axial location.
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Fig. 8. The measured two-dimensional scalar dissipa
rate,χ2D, for the same sample scalar field shown inFig. 2,
shown in the imaging region of the Mie scattering field
gether with the outline of the high-temperature interface.

namely

χ2D ≡ 2D

[(
∂Z

∂r

)2
+

(
∂Z

∂x

)2
]

(9)= cos2 θ · χ,

whereθ is the angle between the true, three-dim
sional scalar gradient vector,∇Z, and the measure
ment plane.Fig. 8 gives theχ2D result for the scala
field shown inFig. 2. At these axial positions,Table 4
indicates that the spatial resolution should easily
isfy λD < 
x. The χ2D field in Fig. 8 is consistent
with prior planar measurements in having a high le
of intermittency, with large areas of low dissipatio
rates, and with high dissipation values concentra
in thin, lamellar structures[29,30] that cover a smal
volume fraction of the total field. It also appears th
high χ2D values are concentrated toward the cen
of the jet. In particular, at the radial positions of t
leading points, and further from the jet centerline,
localχ2D values are much lower than the peaks fou
within the jet. The relevance of this to stabilizatio
mechanisms is explored in Section4.3.

Consideration of the axial evolution ofχ2D gives
a sense of the quantitative accuracy of theχ2D mea-
surements. Unlike the mean scalar and velocity fie
Fig. 9. Axial evolution of the maximum two-dimension
scalar dissipation rate,χ2D,m, normalized by the globa
strain rate defined by the jet exit excess velocity,ue, and the
jet exit diameter,d . The dashed line is thex−4 power law.

radial profiles of the mean scalar dissipation do
necessarily peak on the jet centerline, soFig. 9shows
χ2D,m, the maximum values of meanχ2D along ra-
dial profiles, for the four data sets. The downstre
limit of each curve is the maximumx that is below
the downstream leading point in at least 50% of
images in the particular data set, while the upstre
limit is the smallestx where the spatial resolution sa
isfies the criterion
xX < λD(x) (Table 4). The dis-
sipation rates are normalized using the global st
rate,ue/d .

The axial evolution of the maximum meanχ2D
should become asymptotically similar, with increa
ing downstream distance, for the four data sets
light of the agreement in the axial evolution of t
fuel mole fraction and axial velocity component b
yond x/d ≈ 8 (Figs. 3b and 7). (It is not clear that
the set I and II curves inFig. 9should be similar, be
cause their overlap range is predominantly upstre
of x/d = 8.) We are mainly interested here in t
quantitative accuracy of the measuredχ2D near the
high-temperature interfaces. The set II curve sho
a bend atx/d + 3.63 ≈ 13, downstream of which
χ2D seems to follow the(x − x0)−4 power law ex-
pected from classical arguments[32]. The mean lead
ing point position for set II (also shown in the fig
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ure) falls within this scaling range. The set III cur
appears to approach the(x − x0)−4 power law fit
to the set II data, underestimating the power law
a factor of≈1.1 at its mean leading point positio
x/d + 3.63≈ 18. Set IV also shows evidence of a
proaching the set II power law dependence, tho
it underestimates the power law by a factor of≈ 1.5
at its mean leading point position,x/d + 3.63≈ 23.
The quantitative differences in the curves can be
plained by the relative resolution of each set (Table 4).
At its mean leading point position, set II is just ou
side Nyquist resolution (
xX/λD = 0.52), so it is not
surprising that the set II curve reflects the expec
asymptotic decay ofχ2D,m(x) near the mean lead
ing point position. For sets III and IV,
xX/λD at the
mean leading point has values 0.64 and 0.77, res
tively. Both sets fall short of Nyquist resolution, mo
noticeably for set IV, which explains its higher degr
of underestimation ofχ2D.

4. Flame inflow conditions

These measurements allow analyses of the sc
and velocity fields relative to the instantaneous hi
temperature interfaces determined as in Section2.2.
These conditional analyses take the form of rad
profiles upstream of the leading points, and statis
compiled in regions upstream of the high-temperat
interface.Fig. 10illustrates the parameters used in t
analysis.

4.1. Scalar inflow conditions

Fig. 11shows conditional mean radial profiles
the fuel mole fraction,X, immediately upstream o
the high-temperature regions. In each measurem
plane, we begin by identifying the leading point
either side of the centerline (Section2.3). The profile
of X is then compiled along the radial line tange
to the leading point. The curves inFig. 11 represent
the averaged profiles for each of the data sets.
figure shows that the mean fuel fraction at the rad
position of the leading point for each set is near or
low the lean flammability limit. To the outside of th
jet, the mean scalar concentration is below the l
limit. The fuel–air mixture on the outside of the hig
temperature regions is thus on average not flamma
so the actual reaction zone must typically lie to the
side of the high-temperature regions. The figure a
compares each profile with the Gaussian curve w
peak valueXm = 5.5/(x/d) (Eq. (4)) and half-width
at the 10% point given byδ0.1/d = 0.144(x/d+3.63)
(Eq. (3)), wherex is the mean leading point axia
position for each set (Table 3). The Gaussian curve
are representative of the unconditional mean ra
Fig. 10. Schematic of the parameters used in the analys
instantaneous flame inflow conditions. The coordinate
r

is the radial displacement relative to the leading point p
tion, r . Compilation of inflow scalar and velocity field st
tistics uses the three regionsA, B, andC that extend 0.05r
upstream from the high-temperature interface.

X profiles (Fig. 4). In each case, the scalar valu
to the inside of the leading point exceed the val
from the unconditional mean profiles. Save for se
the centerline values for the conditional profiles
also lower than the unconditional peak profile valu
The different forms of the conditional and uncon
tional X profiles suggest a dependence of the lead
point position, and by inference, flame stabilizatio
on local fuel mole fractions near the lean flammabi
limit, and also with the passage of large-scale mix
structures whose radial profiles are both wider a
flatter than the unconditional mean profiles. Furth
the disparity in the mean dX/dr values at
r = 0,
and for
r < 0, for the different cases offers eviden
that the meanX gradient is not important to the flam
stabilization mechanism. (The profiles inFig. 11are
indistinguishable from profiles compiled at axial p
sitions 5
xX upstream (not shown), indicating th
acetone dissociation, and changes in fluorescenc
ficiency with elevated temperature, are negligible
the locations considered. This suggests that the l
ing point identification algorithm (Section2.2) is bi-
ased slightly toward the upstream side of the hi
temperature interfaces.)

Further information on the true flame location r
ative to the high-temperature interfaces is provided
considering distributions of theX values along the in
terfaces.Fig. 12presents probability densities ofX in
regionsA, B andC as defined inFig. 10. Fig. 12a
shows theX pdfs compiled collectively for sets I–IV
It is clear that in regionC, which is radially to the
outside of the leading point, the local mixture fra
tion is predominantly below 0.044, and thus too le
to support combustion. In regionB, which is centered
radially around the leading point, the pdf is shift
slightly toward higherX values; in regionA, inside
of the leading point, the pdf differs significantly fro
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ints.
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positions,

ollective
Fig. 11. Conditional mean radial profiles of fuel mole fraction,X, immediately upstream of the instantaneous leading po
Each profile is compared with the Gaussian with half-width at the 10% point and peak value given respectively by Eqs(3) and
(4), evaluated at the mean leading point axial position for each set. The figure also shows the mean leading point radial
and theX values corresponding to stoichiometry and the lean and rich flammability limits.

Fig. 12. Probability distributions of scalar concentration, conditional on location on the high-temperature interface. (a) C
results for sets I–IV:X distributions in regionsA, B, andC as defined inFig. 10. Results for the individual sets:X distributions
for (b) regionA, (c) regionB, and (d) regionC.
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those for regionsB andC, with considerably highe
probability densities both between the flammabi
limits and above the upper limit.Table 5shows the
percentages ofX values in the three regions that a
below the lower flammability limit, between the low
and upper limits, or above the upper limit. Outsi
of the leading point, in regionC, fully 90% of the
X values are below the lower flammability limit, an
only 9% are within the limits. In regionB, 71% of
theX values are below the lower limit, and the pro
ability of being within the limits is up to 24%. In
regionA, 50% of theX values are within the flam
mability limits, with the remainder of values fairl
symmetrically distributed, with 29% below the low
limit and 21% above the upper limit. The tabulat
data confirm the observations fromFig. 12, namely
that the actual flame location tends to the lie to the
side of the leading point, because the fuel/air mixt
in regionA is more likely to be within the flammabil
ity limits then in regionsB andC.
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Table 5
Percentages ofX values below, within, and above the flam
mability limits, in regionsA, B, andC, determined from the
pdfs inFig. 12a

Region X < 0.044 X ∈ (0.044,0.15) X > 0.15

A 29% 50% 21%
B 71% 24% 5%
C 90% 9% 1%

TheX pdfs for the individual data sets in the thr
regions are shown inFigs. 12b–12d. The pdfs in both
regionsB andC are consistent between the four se
In regionA, there is a noticeable trend toward low
X values as we move from set I to set IV, i.e.,
the jet Reynolds number increases and the lea
points move further downstream. This trend is con
tent with the increased mixing within the jet at high
axial displacements.

4.2. Velocity inflow conditions

Fig. 13 shows conditional mean radial profile
of the axial velocity component,u, immediately up-
stream of the leading point, for each of the data s
These profiles are compiled in similar fashion to
fuel mole fraction profiles in Section4.1. At the mean
leading point radial position, theu values for sets
I–III are approximately equal to the laminar flam
speed,SL = 0.43 m/s, while for set IV,u � SL at
that location. There appears to be a minimum inu

just to the outside of the leading point, most clea
seen for the set I profile, where the incoming flo
decelerates on approaching the high-temperature
terface to the outside of the leading point. Asr in-
creases further,u approachesu∞. The figure also
shows the Gaussian curve for excess axial velo
for each set whose peak excess velocity value is g
by (um − u∞) = 8.9ue(ρ0/ρ∞)1/2(x/d + 3.63)−1

(Eq. (6)), and where the half-width at the 10% poi
is the velocity field half-width,δu,0.1 (Eq. (5)). The
Gaussian curves represent the unconditional mea
dial u − u∞ profiles (Fig. 6). The measured profile
can be interpreted similarly to the conditionalX pro-
files of Fig. 11; in particular, the leading point pos
tions correlate with axial velocities near the lamin
flame speed, and with instantaneous profiles of a
velocity that are both wider and flatter than the unc
ditional mean profiles.

Muñiz and Mungal[11] and Han and Mungal[14]
previously argued, from PIV measurements, that
highest sustainable stabilization flame speed is≈3SL .
Comparison ofFigs. 11 and 13for each set shows tha
the range ofr values where the meanX is within the
flammability limits correlates well with meanu val-
ues betweenSL and 3SL . Triple flame simulations
[15] have similarly observed low incoming fluid ve
locities. Also seen in triple flame simulations is a dr
in the streamwise flow velocity directly upstream
the flame.Fig. 14shows averaged axial profiles ofu

upstream of the high-temperature interfaces, bot
the leading point radial position (
r = 0) and to the
inside (
r/r = −0.1). Moving downstream, the axia
velocities first increase, due to the radial spread of
jet, then decrease near the flame (this is particul
evident for sets III and IV), consistent with the trip
flame results.

Fig. 15gives the probability distributions ofu/SL
conditional on location on the high-temperature int
face.Fig. 15a shows theu/SL pdfs for regionsA–C,
compiled collectively for the four sets. As expecte
the highestu values are found in regionA, nearest
the centerline, and the lowestu values are furthes
from the centerline, in regionC. Figs. 15b–15dgive
the u/SL pdfs for the three regions individually fo
the four data sets. The pdfs are in good agreemen
spite the different jet Reynolds numbers, which poi
to a correlation between flame location and local fl
velocity. For regionA (Fig. 15b), the pdf peaks a
u/SL = 1; for regionsB andC the peaks in the dis
tribution occur at successively smaller values ofu. In
region C (Fig. 15d), the most likelyu value is less
ing
d

Fig. 13. Conditional mean radial profiles of the axial velocity component,u, immediately upstream of the instantaneous lead
points. Each profile is compared with the Gaussian profile of excess axial velocity (Fig. 6) with half-width at the 10% point an
peak excess velocity given respectively by Eqs.(5) and (6), evaluated at the mean leading point axial position for each set.
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each

terface.
Fig. 14. Averaged axial profiles of the axial velocity,u, fields upstream of the instantaneous high-temperature interface for
of the data sets. (a) The profiles at the leading point radial position, and (b) the profiles for
r/r = −0.1.

Fig. 15. Probability distributions of the axial component of velocity, conditional on location on the high-temperature in
(a) Collective results for sets I–IV:u/SL distributions in regionsA, B, andC. Results for the individual sets:u/SL distributions
for (b) regionA, (c) regionB, and (d) regionC.
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than SL and also less thanu∞, indicating a decel-
eration of the incoming flow in that region (see a
Figs. 13 and 14).

To explore further the correlation between flow v
locity and flame location,Fig. 16a shows probability
distributions of axial velocity conditional on local fu
mole fractions within the flammability limits, com
piled for sets I–IV in regionsA, B, andC. Compared
with the unconditional distributions inFig. 15a, con-
ditioning on flammable mixtures results in increas
agreement between theu pdfs in the three regions
which suggests a high correlation between the a
velocity range described by the pdfs and the inst
taneous flame location. ForX to be within the flam-
mability limits along the high-temperature interface
not a sufficient condition to locate the flame zone,
is a stronger necessary condition than the locatio
the high-temperature interface alone. The mean a
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Fig. 16. (a) Probability distributions of the normalized axial component of velocity,u/SL , in regionsA, B, andC, conditional
on local jet fuel mole fractions within the flammability limits (compareFig. 15a). (b) Theu/SL distributions for regionsA and
B inclusive, conditional on flammable mixtures, for all leading point positions; for leading point radial positions,rlp, inside of
the mean position,r ; and for leading point positions outside of the mean position (Section5).
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velocity for the three pdfs in the figure isu = 1.8SL ,
which is consistent with the low velocities expect
from triple flame simulations[15].

4.3. Scalar dissipation rate inflow conditions

In theories for lifted flame stabilization that a
cribe a major role to local quenching of thin diffu
sion flamelets, quenching occurs when the local sc
dissipation rate exceeds a threshold value, whic
reported asχq = 18 s−1 for methane–air diffusion
flames[33]. If local quenching is indeed important
flame stabilization, then theχ values measured he
upstream of the high-temperature interfaces sho
consistently exceedχq. Fig. 17a shows pdfs of the
logarithm of the measured, two-dimensionalχ2D,
compiled over sets I–IV in regionsA, B, andC. It is
well known that the dissipation rate assumes a ne
log-normal probability distribution[34], which is a
Gaussian in semi-log axes, so the figure also sh
Gaussian curves having the same first two momen
each of the pdfs. The three pdfs are not in good ag
ment, with higherχ2D values being found nearer
the jet centerline. The three pdfs do agree reason
well with their respective Gaussian curve fits.

To correlate local dissipation values more direc
with the flame zones, theχ2D pdfs are compiled in
regions A–C, conditioned on flammable mixture
in Fig. 17b. The three conditional pdfs are in goo
agreement. If quenching were significant, these c
ditional χ2D pdfs in the near-flame regions wou
skew toward higher values. Instead, the conditio
pdfs maintain the symmetric, nearly Gaussian fo
of the unconditional pdfs (Fig. 17a). Only 0.06% of
χ2D values exceedχq. The agreement between th
conditionalχ2D pdfs probably reflects a correlatio
betweenχ2D and the local mixture fraction value
Fig. 17c showsχ2D pdfs conditional on flammabl
mixtures, both for regionsA–C collectively, and for a
region with the same radial span asA–C, but which
extends from
x/r = 0.4 to 0.6 upstream of the high
temperature interface. The near-flame pdf is very s
ilar to the upstream pdf, again arguing that fla
stabilization is not dependent on the localχ2D val-
ues.

The distributions inFigs. 17a–17crepresent only
the two-dimensional projection of the scalar dissi
tion rate (Eq.(9)). Prior investigations applied variou
methods to estimate the three-dimensionalχ from
two-dimensional scalar measurements. Watson e
[6] assume that the unmeasured, out-of-plane sc
gradient component is equal to the measured, ra
component, giving an estimate ofχ as

(10)χest≡ 2D

[
2

(
∂Z

∂r

)2
+

(
∂Z

∂x

)2
]
.

By Eq. (10), χest > χ2D whenever ∂Z/∂r 	= 0.
However, this will invariably overestimateχ , not
only for instantaneous measurements, but also
probability distributions. For example, if the sca
gradient vector,∇Z, is distributed isotropically in
three-dimensional space, then the highest value
χ should beequal to the highest measured tw
dimensionalχ2D, corresponding to the case whe
∇Z lies in the two-dimensional measurement plan

A more accurate method to find theχ distribution
from two-dimensional measurements[34] first recog-
nizes that the measuredχ2D distribution is skewed to
lower values relative to theχ distribution, because o
the projection cosine in Eq.(9). Given theθ distribu-
tion, the method reconstructs theχ pdf from the mea-
suredχ2D pdf using an inversion procedure. The
sultingχ distribution isexact, subject to the accurac
of the θ , and measuredχ2D, distributions.Fig. 17d
shows theχ2D pdf from regionsA–C; the same pd
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ite
Fig. 17. Probability distributions of the logarithm of the scalar dissipation rate (in units s−1). (a) The measuredχ2D distributions
in regionsA, B, andC, together with their Gaussian fits. (b) Theχ2D distributions conditioned on flammable mixtures. T
quenching dissipation value isχq = 18 s−1 [33]. (c) Theχ2D distribution in regionsA–C collectively, and in a window withx
between 0.4r and 0.6r upstream of the interface. (d) Theχ2D distribution compared with estimates ofχ3D, computed from the
filteredχ2D distribution under the assumption of isotropy[34]. The 1.5 · χ3D pdf represents a worst-case correction for fin
spatial resolution (Section3.1).
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after low-pass filtering; and the reconstructedχ3D pdf
determined from the filteredχ2D pdf [34], assum-
ing an isotropic distribution of∇Z. Also indicated in
the figure is the quenching scalar dissipation va
χq = 18 s−1. The χ3D pdf is shifted toward highe
values relative to the measuredχ2D, although the pre
ponderance ofχ3D values necessarily remain low
thanχq. Interpretation ofFig. 17must bear in mind
the resolution limitations mentioned in Section3.1. It
was estimated that the set III and IV data undere
mateχ2D by factors of 1.1 and 1.5, respectively,
comparison with the nearly Nyquist-resolved set
Multiplying all of the dissipation values by the up
per bound factor of 1.5 shifts the pdfs inFig. 17 to
the right by 0.18 in the logarithmic scale.Fig. 17d
shows the pdf of 1.5 · χ3D, where χ3D is the re-
constructed three-dimensional dissipation. Even w
this resolution correction, only 0.19% of points ha
χ3D > χq. The location of the high-temperature inte
faces is therefore not characterized by upstream
sipation rates exceeding the quenching values, a
arguing that local flamelet quenching is not a sign
cant factor in lifted flame stabilization.
5. Dynamics of flame base oscillations

To summarize the foregoing: first, the lifted flam
does not alter the scaling and similarity properties
the upstream velocity and mixing fields (Section3).
In particular, the radial velocity and fuel mole fra
tion profiles are self-similar, with Gaussian form; t
profile widths increase linearly withx; and the pro-
file centerline maximum values decay asx−1. Con-
ditional velocity and fuel mole fraction results bas
on the instantaneous high-temperature interface l
tion (Section4) show that mean fuel mole fractions
the most upstream point on the interface (the lead
point) are near or below the lean flammability lim
indicating that the flame stabilization point is typ
cally radially inside of the leading point. Further, fu
mole fraction profiles immediately upstream of t
leading point are typically wider and flatter than t
mean similarity profile from the nonreacting part
the jet. In the vicinity of the leading point, and cond
tional on fuel mole fractions within the flammabilit
limits, the mean axial flow velocity is relatively low
at 1.8SL . Finally, conditional scalar dissipation resu
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Fig. 18. Relation of the leading point positions to the simil
ity forms of the mean fuel mole fraction and velocity field
The similarity forms have Gaussian radial profile shape, w
the scalar and velocity field half-widths and profile maxim
given by Eqs.(3)–(6). Shown are the mean leading po
positions for the four sets, together with intervals repres
ing the standard deviations of thex and r positions; the
meanX = 0.044 and 0.088 contours, respectively the le
flammability limit and stoichiometric value; and the me
u = SL contours for the different sets.

(Section4.3) argue that quenching of laminar diffu
sion flamelets is not the determining mechanism
turbulent lifted flame stabilization.

From these observations we propose a descrip
of flame stabilization in terms of the interaction
the flame front with the evolution of the nonreacti
jet. Fig. 18 shows the mean leading point positio
for the four data sets, with intervals representing
standard deviations of thex andr positions. The fig-
ure also shows the meanX contours corresponding t
the lean flammability limit (X = 0.044) and to stoi-
chiometry (X = 0.088), as well as the meanu = SL
contours. Theu = SL contours for the four sets diffe
because of the different jet Reynolds numbers.
contours are determined from the Gaussian simila
forms of the radial profiles ofX andu, and from the
scaling properties of profile widths and heights giv
by Eqs.(3)–(6). The mean leading points clearly l
outside of the average lean flammability limit co
tour. Even allowing that the true flame stabilizati
point typically lies to the inside of the leading poi
(Section2.3; Section4.1), it is still true that the mos
upstream point on the flame surface will often lie
a region where the average mixture is nonflamma
In particular, the flame-conditionedX profile is wider
and flatter (has a lower peak value) than the m
Gaussian profile (Fig. 11).

This result is explainable in terms of the larg
scale organization of jet mixing. Mixing in turbulen
jets follows distinct patterns of coherent structu
even at high Reynolds numbers[35–38]. Yoda et al.
[39] proposed that the jet mixing is organized as a p
of counterrotating helices, which appear as axisy
metric and helical modes in different planar sectio
through the jet axis.Fig. 19 shows the axisymmet
ric [35] and helical[37] modes of jet mixing orga
nization. For both modes, individual structures ha
characteristic length on the order of the jet wid
The jet fluid concentration in each structure is ma
approximately uniform through turbulence, and gr
ually diminishes through entrainment of ambient flu
as the structure moves downstream. (InFig. 2b, the
relatively large bumps seen on the jet boundary
stream of the high-temperature interfaces offer so
evidence of possible large-scale mixing organizat
in the scalar field.)Fig. 19also shows sample radi
scalar (fuel mole fraction,X) profiles from proximal
axial positions for each mode. While all of the profi
forms depicted inFig. 19contribute to the uncondi
tional mean Gaussian form, it is the widest profi
(represented as the downstream profiles inFig. 19),
which also have the lowestX values on the axis, tha
dominate the conditional mean. This explains the
served conditional scalar profile shape (Fig. 11).

The flame stabilization process may preferentia
seek points further from the centerline because fl
velocities are likely to be lower there.Fig. 18shows
that the mean leading points are inside theu = SL
contours, where the average axial velocity slightly
ceedsSL , consistent with the prior observation th
the averageu is 1.8SL at the leading points. Thi
compares with centerline mean velocities in exc
of 15SL . We propose a simple model for the d
namics of flame base motion, shown schematic
in Fig. 20, based on the large-scale organization
the mixing field, and the tendency of the flame to s
bilize in regions of relatively low axial velocity. Th
figure depicts the axisymmetric mixing mode, but
following discussion is equally valid for the helic
mode. Suppose that the stabilization point is initia
relatively far from the centerline (Fig. 20a). The ax-
ial velocity at this extreme radial location is likely
be lower than the mean flame speed, so that the
bilization point advances upstream. This requires
stabilization point to move radially inward in order
maintain a flammable fuel mole fraction, because
scalar profile is narrower upstream. Moving upstre
and toward the centerline also causes the axial
velocity to increase; eventually, the stabilization po
begins to recede downstream (Fig. 20b). A new coher-
ent structure then overtakes the flame. This struc
brings a stepwise increase in the fuel mole fracti
and the stabilization point moves radially outwa
toward flammable mixtures (Fig. 20c). Together, the
downstream and outward motions result in a decre
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Fig. 19. (a) The axisymmetric mode[35] and (b) the helical mode[37] of jet mixing organization. The individual structures
each mode have approximately uniform jet fluid concentration. Sample radial scalar profiles from each mode of organiz
also shown.

Fig. 20. Schematic depiction of the flame base motion, in terms of the axisymmetric mode of large-scale organizatio
mixing field. Time advances from left to right. The instantaneous stabilization point for each time is represented by a gra
In (a), the stabilization point is relatively far from the centerline, and the flame advances upstream against the low a
velocity. This simultaneously requires that the flame move radially inward, to maintain a flammable mixture. Eventu
local axial flow velocity becomes sufficiently high that the flame begins to recede downstream (b). When the trailing c
structure, which brings higher fuel mole fractions, overtakes the flame, the stabilization point moves radially outward (c
flame moves downstream and outward, the flow axial velocity decreases, until the flame once again propagates upstre
the initial situation recurs (e).
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ing axial flow velocity, eventually causing the stab
lization point to advance upstream (Fig. 20d), until
the initial situation recurs (Fig. 20e). This description
emphasizes the primary role of the large-scale fl
organization; small-scale fluctuations and turbule
are higher-order effects.

If this picture of flame base motion is correct, th
axial oscillations of the stabilization point will have
period equal to the local passage time of individ
large mixing structures. Direct confirmation of th
requires simultaneous time-resolved, time series m
surements of the scalar field and flame stabiliza
points, which these data do not provide (the m
surement planes are individually time-resolved,
successive planes are more widely separated). H
ever, this description also predicts that higheru values
should be found for stabilization points nearer to
centerline, corresponding to a greater likelihood t
the flame will propagate downstream, while stabiliz
tion points further from the centerline should te
to see smalleru values, corresponding to upstrea
flame movement.Fig. 16b shows probability distri-
butions ofu/SL , conditional on flammable mixture
compiled in regionsA andB. Separate distribution
are compiled for all leading point positions, for lea
ing point positions radially inside of the mean leadi
point position, and for leading point positions outsi
of the mean position. Higher axial velocities are fou
for leading point positions nearer to the centerline.
side the mean position, the average axial velocit
u = 2.0SL , while outside the mean position, the a
erageu is 1.5SL . These results support the above
scription of flame base motion, where the large-sc
flow organization is of primary importance.
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These measurements agree with models prop
by Kelman et al.[5] and Upatnieks et al.[40] in
ascribing a primary role to partial fuel–air premi
ing, although differences remain. In the Kelman
al. model, large vortical structures cause local
lution and extinction through air entrainment, for
ing the flame to recede downstream; the flame t
moves upstream through broad flammable regi
generated by upstream mixing, until another vor
is encountered, restarting the cycle. This picture
upstream propagation is at odds with the pres
observation that the flammable mixtures are con
tently to the inside of the measured high-tempera
zones. The Upatnieks et al. model ascribes no rol
large vortical structures, and instead proposes tha
flame modifies the upstream flow to generate a lo
velocity, low-turbulence region of flammable mixtu
into which to propagate. The present measurem
suggest, in contrast, that the flame does not acti
affect the upstream evolution of either the velocity
scalar field.

6. Conclusions

Planar imaging measurements of fuel mole fr
tions and radial and axial velocity components,
planar laser-induced fluorescence and particle im
velocimetry, respectively, have allowed a thorough
vestigation of the flow properties in the upstrea
stabilization region of turbulent, lifted jet diffusio
flames. Four jet Reynolds numbers were conside
ranging from 4400 to 10,700. The diagnostic meth
delineates the high-temperature region at the bas
the lifted flame. The measurements identify the hi
temperature interface at the flame base, and show
the flame stabilization point typically lies toward th
jet centerline relative to the most upstream point
the interface. Axial velocity values conditional on t
flame base position are relatively low, and conditio
scalar dissipation rates are below quenching va
for laminar diffusion flamelets. These observatio
are consistent with flame stabilization models ba
on partial fuel–air premixing. The flame-condition
scalar and velocity fields are consistent with a
scription for flame base motions that is based on
large-scale organization of the scalar field. In par
ular, although the evolution of the jet velocity an
scalar fields upstream of the flame is not affec
by the combustion, the flame appears preferenti
to stabilize toward the outside of the jet, in regio
where the local fuel mole fraction axial profiles a
wider than the mean profiles, and where incom
flow velocities are relatively low.
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